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Nevada

Subject to changes, most recently updated on 2021-06, all images are for illustration purposes only

Armchair \

Stylish, contemporary and comfortable sofa for mental health 
care institutions.  Available as a single, a two-seat or three-seat 
sofa with single seating cushion for a cosy ‘come and join us’ feel. 
Matching ottoman, available as 1-seater, 2-seater or 3-seater, 
which can also be used as coffee table. 

What makes the Nevada armchair so unique? \

\\ Extendable back
\\ Removable seat
\\ Crumb gutter
\\ Steel legs
\\ Matching ottoman, which can also be used as coffee  

     table
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TYPE B D H

Nevada 1-seater 90 90 85 64 56 45 46 66 45 yes ������

Nevada 2-seater 154 90 85 128 56 45 46 66 68 yes ������

Nevada 3-seater 218 90 85 192 56 45 46 66 89 yes ������

Nevada ottoman 65 80 47 - - - - - 16 yes ������

�� = domestic use / ����  = project-based use / ������ = intensive poject-based use

DIMENSIONS

TECHNICAL FEAUTURES

Back frame with side panels Upholstered. The back 
and side panels are attached to each other and are made of 
a wooden structure. Fully fitted with foam. The back is fitted 
with a fixed back cushion, upholstered and equipped with foam 
having a density of 25 kg/m³.
Seat Upholstered. Standard with removable seat. Consisting 
of a wooden structure. Equipped with NOSAG springs and 
foam that is 13 cm thick, density of 40 kg/m³.
Legs Tubular steel frame, epoxy coated in RAL 9006, with 
floor glides (PE black).

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

\\ Accompanying cushions in various sizes


